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A CHRISTMAS POEM FROM YOUR CARBON EDITORS

Sing a song of Christmas, a pocket full of cheer.
Four and twenty Christmas elves upon a midnight clear.
When the sun arises the brownies disappear.

Now isn't that a shameful thing when Santa's trip is near?

His sled is in the parking lot, the reindeer in the garage.
And good St. Nick, that jolly 'ole' soul, is about to get a massage.

When up on the roof their came such a clatter, Santa sprang to his feet to see what's the matter.

And there appeared out of the sky an astonishing thing,
a very, very tiny red and green plane, and on it was written this very thing.
THE CARBON WISHES "MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL AND TO ALL A GOOD NIGHT"
and Santa wondered from where came this flight,
but we know....Marian, the land of the Knights.

(ATTENTION DR. PETIPAS...don't be alarmed when you read this poem, if you wish you may look on it as a satire on Modern Poetry...the editors)
Congrats to the student board (our sponsors) for the fine Christmas party of the other night. We hope Santa brings every little-thing every one asked for. And to answer all questions yes the editor of the Carbon really was sick on the day of the party but he recovered in time for the party. This is truth not fiction.

Also congratulations to all those connected with the Christmas assembly yesterday. The star, as should be, was the Christ Child. He was a vigorousascal wasn't he. Along with the beautiful insights of our Virgin Mother the assembly was a very fine one.

* * * * * * * * *

FROSH TO HOLD ANNUAL DANCE RIGHT AFTER CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS...JAN. 3rd 1950

The dance which is a semi-formal will begin at 8:30 and end at 11:30. Herman Koers and the Headliners. If you have the money (23 a couple) we urge you to take care of it because you will be in a turmoil when you return in Jan.

Of course we understand many of the poor Sophomores are just that 'poor'. And if the school supports the Pent House Party like they did the Sophomore Jazz Concert the Freshmen will be as broke as the Class of '62 is.

Christmas Eve Take a Non-Catholic Friend to Mid Night Mass...Last Year I did....

Notice I said 'a' friend, I mean one and only one. Last year I took 6 of my buddies to Mass and it got out of hand. They were going to do all I did and even followed me up to communion, it was at the Cathedral and the Mass was on T.V. and here I was turning around in front of the cameras and pushing my friends back up the aisle. During the High Mass when the bells were ringing and the smoke from the incense was rising one of our group thinking the church ablaze cried Fire. As the basket was passed we all put some money in but one of my friends asked the usher if he was selling fish sticks, where he got that information I shall never know. So take someone to mid-night Mass if you must but take my advice and make it only one. You will be better off.

75-60 SCORE GIVES KNIGHTS THEIR 3RD VICTORY....NOW COMES A HOLIDAY REST.

Paced by Hill Swatt's 25 points our Knights took the lead midway in the first half last night and went on to clobber Huntington by 15 points.

After the score was tied five times in the early stages of the opening half Marlan grabbed a 17-14 margin and expanded it to 38-31 at the intermission.

Aided by Jim Schott's three successive tip-ins, Marian quickly upped its lead to 49-38 in the second half, then worked it to 70-51 for its biggest margin of the night.

Bill Murphy had 19 points and Schott 17 to help out Swatts, who hit eight baskets and nine from the charity stripe.

The Knights return to action on Jan. 5th at Huntington. The Foresters will be seeking revenge, for their loss last night was only their second of the season. Their other loss came at the hands of undefeated Taylor College.

The Knights will go into that game with a 3-7 record but with the improved kind of ball playing the team has showing like last night and the game against Indiana Central the other night when the Knights played that first half like a ball of fire, there seems to be a much brighter future in store for the Marian five for the rest of the season.

* * * * * * * * *

THE CARBON STAFF WISHES ALL A VERY

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

ALICE BENVILLAIN JODY MARKS

DO YOUR FRIEND IN SERVICE A FAVOR!!!!!!

Some of our loyal fans will find this hard to believe but I have seen some of the editions of the Carbon cast aside in waste baskets, empty lockers, floating in the lake and the like. Old Carbons make lovely Christmas wrapping paper and the men in service deserve some good reading material, so send them your old Carbons. YOU WOULD DO IT.